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Recap: ”Economics of exchange rates”

• Real exchange rate innovations are very long-lived.

• Nominal and real exchange rates are very volatile, with

increased volatility for flexible ER regimes.

• The relative importance of relative non-traded goods prices in

RER fluctuations is higher than we once thought.

• Better data based on individual relative prices yields different

results for LoOP and PPP.

• Long-run real exchange rate movements are in line with

Balassa-Samuelson effects.

• The simple overshooting model correctly predicts high

volatility, but ultimately we don’t have a good model for

nominal exchange rates.
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This session: Microfounded models for policy analysis

in open economy



Questions

• Var(NER) >> Var(infl − infl?) suggests nominal rigidities are

important. How can we introduce nominal currencies and

nominal pricing into our models?

• What role does the exchange rate play in transmission of

shocks between countries?

• What is the effect of productivity and monetary shocks on

exchange rates?

• With nominal rigidities in open economy, is optimal MP

inward-looking or outward-looking? Is there gain from policy

coordination?

• How about inflation targeting or ER stabilisation or currency

union?
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Roadmap for this section

1. Ingredients of New Open Macroeconomics (NOEM) models

and general issues in monetary modeling

2. A simple tractable model for policy analysis in open economy

(Corsetti and Pesenti 2007)

3. The transmission of monetary and productivity shocks under

different assumptions about pricing behaviour

4. Optimal monetary policy



NOEM: Ingredients

1. Microfounded: based on intertemporal maximising behaviour

subject to BC

2. Nominal rigidities: Not all prices can adjust in response to

shocks before trading

3. Monopoly: supply is monopolistic, producers charge markup

over MC, output is on average too low

4. Demand-determined output: Producers satisfy demand at

sticky price

5. Inefficiencies: Monopoly distortion, sticky price distortion and

policy externalities
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Modeling money

1. Money is dominated in return by bonds, why do we hold it?

2. ”LoDCoW”, lim-part prec savings (Bewley), credit friction

models

3. In DGE literature: shortcuts

• CIA: pc ≤ m, ∀t

Just transaction motive: nominal consumption equals money

exactly, as long as no uncertainty and money dominated by

bonds in return. Unit Velocity. EE needs to be adapted.

• MIU: U = U(c , m′

p )

In equilibrium, MRS between c and m/p needs to equal

relative price: ”user cost” 1/(1− Rm/R). Velocity decreases

with rising return on money. EE as usual (with m’/p in MUt).

• Shopping time

ShT increases with c, decreases with m’/p. In equilibrium MU

of higher saved time needs to equal MU of user cost.
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User cost of money

• The UC of money is the loss in real return from holding money

for one period, rather than a Bond, discounted to today.

• Real return on bonds: Rt

• Real return on money: pt

pt+1

• Difference, discounted: 1− pt

pt+1Rt
= 1− 1

1+it
= i

1+it
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MIU model: HH problem and FOCs

maxE0

∞∑
t=0

βt c1−σ
t

1− σ
+ φla

t + ψln(
mt

pt
)

s.t.

lt = 1− nt

ct +
bt+1

pt
+ kt+1 +

mt+1

pt
= wtnt + τt +

(1 + it)bt

pt
+ ktRt +

mt

pt

1. c: Uc = λ

2. l: Ul = λw

3. b′: λ
p = E [β (1+i)λ′

p′ ]

4. k ′: λ = E [βR ′λ′]

5. m′: Um
p −

λ
p = E [β λ

′

p′ ]⇒ Um = Uc
i

1+i
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Flex price models of money

1. Arbitrage: E [Uc c ′Rt ] = E [Uc c ′ (1 + i) p
p′ ]

2. So in steady state 1 + i = R p′

p (Fisher equation)

3. Um = Uc
i

1+i ⇒
m′

p = ψcσ 1+i
i

4. So inflation (higher i) reduces money. May have real effects if

M not separable from l , c in U.

5. With flexible prices:

• Money is neutral (once for all increase in MS has only price, no

real effect)

• Money may not be ”superneutral”: money growth affects

inflation, and therefore i
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Modeling Nominal rigidity I

1. Want output to react to monetary expansion in the short run.

2. Solution: Introduce friction in price adjustment for producers.

• Taylor Pricing: Prices are fixed for N periods.

• Calvo Pricing: Constant probability of being able to adjust

price in period t.

• 1 period ahead pricing: Have to fix tomorrow’s prices today.
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Modeling Nominal rigidity II

1. Want output to be demand-determined in the short run.

2. Solution: Introduce monopolistic price setting for imperfectly

elastic products.

3. Since monopoly prices are higher than marginal cost

(pmonop > MC ) means producer optimally meets higher than

expected demand.
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Monetary Policy

• Which policy objective? Here: Domestic individual Utility

(abstracting from money balances).

• Under flexible prices: Money only affects economy via

inflation/user cost. Implement i = 0 (Friedman rule).

• With nominal rigidity: Commitment or discretion?

• With nominal rigidity, money supply affects output.

• With Monopoly distortion y is inefficiently low, so every period

MP has an incentive to increase output by surprise inflation.

• In RE equilibrium, this increases average inflation so i .

Suboptimal.

• Also: volatility in price level increases average markup.

• With commitment, monetary policy stabilises markup around

flex-price level.
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Nominal rigidities in 2 country world

• Which currency are prices sticky in?

• Usually: ”Producer Currency Pricing”

• Producers set prices 1 period in advance in domestic currency

• LoOP holds: Foreigners pay same home-currency price for

home goods as home agents.

• Exchange rate depreciation worsens ToT as export price

unchanged and imports become more expensive.

• ”Local currency pricing”

• Producers set prices 1 period in advance in currency of country

where good is consumed.

• Exchange rate movements lead to deviations from LoOP.

• Depreciation improves terms of trade as import prices are

constant but export prices in home currency rise.

• Third case: Asymmetric ”Dollar” pricing.
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Model ingredients

1. Utility: U = E0Σ∞0 β
t [ln(ct) + ln( Mt

pt
)− κlt ]

• MRS1−l,c = κct

2. Linear technology, no capital: yt = Zt lt

• MRTl,c = Zt

3. Efficient allocation has MRS = MRT ⇒ κct = Zt

4. So efficient allocation is leff
t = ct/Zt = 1/κ
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Model ingredients: Monopolistic pricing

1. Individual consumption of domestic (and foreign) goods is

CES aggregate of continuum of goods i c = [
∫

c
θ−1
θ

i ]
θ

θ−1

2. Implies demand for good i is

ci = (
pi

P
)−θc (1)

3. ”Monopolistic Competition”: Producer sets pi to maximise

nominal profits using ci = Zt lt and taking wt ,Pt as given

maxpi (pi −MC )ci = (pi −
wt

Zt
)(

pi

P
)−θc (2)

4. FOC: pi = θ
1−θ

Wt
Zt

- with flexible prices producers charge

markup over marginal cost.

5. In equil: pt = Pt (Symmetry), Ul/Uc = κct = wt/Pt (LS)

6. ⇒ lflex
t = θ

κθ−1 < leff
t - labour is constant in flex price

equilibrium, but too low.
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